
Mahyu is a developer of a Logistics Platform that empowers the logistics industry’s workforces with the 
digitalization, consolidation and streamlining of logistics functions, back-office administration, sales-marketing 
scheme, documents and financial aspects. Mahyu is a real-time Cloud Platform environment that helps Shipper 
(Business + Consumer) to find the most suitable transportation & logistics company. The platform provides 
logistics ecosystem of : Domestic - International Air - Land Transport eCommerce and Warehouse services: Dust 
Free Room, General and Cold Storage  services on multiple operating systems computers and smart devices.
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Many Independent Logistics Companies (Transporters) help move each country’s raw materials, semi-finished 
goods and finished products into the Domestic and International markets. The logistics industry has been 
operating in an off-line business method to slow information of distribution. To make matters worse, most 
companies still rely on human involvement and paper work environment, slowing down communication, 
business process and increase transaction expenses.

Background 

In the future, every successful company will be using 
an platform-algorithm to meet customer requirements. 
Each algorithm will be able to transmit information 
and to process complex multi-tasking requirements, 
detect problems and deliver solutions much faster than 
human’s capabilities.
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Domestic & International Transports, Simple flow

International Export
- Land transport 
- Air transport
- Customs handling International Import

- Land transport
- Customs clearance

Shipper to place order

Domestic Land Transport 
- One way trip
- One way with return  trip

NO
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Financial services
- Credit line monitoring
- Online payment service

Admin internal system
Finance –Setup-Others

Supply chain operating models over the years has always been 
looking where labor is cheaper. But as material cost has increased, 
wages have narrowed and market trend is shorter, production 
strategies are now shifted to regional-localize market. The need to 
seamless flow of information under one integrated platform to 
provide sharing information of : Raw material – Work in progress 
– Finish goods are greater than ever before.
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The internet and mobile technology have shifted away Conventional into Digital business model. An 
increase in digital business environment such as: Working from home, Online mobile orders and Deliveries, 
Automation process and other changes are apparent in today’s world leading to its current transformation. 
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E-commerce 
Logistics

Warehouse 
Services

Digitalization Logistics Functions:

- Financial Control  
- Scheduler
- Mapping
- Digital POD
- Inventory Systems

- Sales-Marketing
- Customs Procedures
- Monitoring-Tracking
- Communication tools
- Customer Service

Air Transport

Land Transport

Moving Forward Together: To achieve workable solution and sustainable future growth

Transportation - Logistics - eCommerce services, in one platform

Global Mapping
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HS Codes assistances

Partners 
Distributors

Mobile application



Knowing demand of Consumers is key to Future Growth

What are future direction in today’s Logistics  & Trade industries?
- To become one integration under one platform
- Partner - Products Distributors connected to logistics platform
- Product information detail to Ease Import-Export procedures
- Fully accessible for Business and Consumer environments

Partner Distributors
by area and country

Connected and Select qualified Transporter
- Select Domestic transporter
- Select International transporter
- Financial procedures
- Monitoring & Tracking Shipment
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Logistics is always associated with Production & Purchasing power of consumer

The recent supply chain disruptions had reduced material  
supply availability, extend production lead times, and delay 
product distribution. It is costly to each company financial 
bottom line, because it involves extra charges of buying spot 
materials, idle of production capacity and in some hard 
cases, even to pay penalty of late shipment. 



Communication
Protocol

Shipper 

Transporter Database storages

Thailand …….

Global
Mapping

Indonesia

Mobile
application

Notification

Singapore

Real Time Collaboration-Cooperation
Improve Transparency-Efficiency of  Supply Chain Networks
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Business-Summary

The current large share of businesses and households owning computers in developed 
countries exceeding over 80% along with more than seven billion smart phone users 
worldwide, ten of thousands Independent logistics companies and millions of SME (Small 
& Medium Enterprise) and consumer Shippers in each country, have provided Mahyu with 
sufficient amount of potential Logistics Platform users.

With changing customers expectation and technological breakthrough, traditional companies are forced 
to find a way to improve their business models or end-up facing serious implications. Mahyu, with its 
central platform, will play an important role to organize and to manage Transportation and Logistics 
services into transition from off-line into an on-line business model.

The logistics industry is operating with a vast amount of global trade information. Every 
transaction provides an increase of information that will help improve supply and demand 
functions across the whole supply chain operating system. Using a Mahyu platform with real-time 
data network will allow users to be informed and to have the necessary tools in making better 
decision from: Purchasing – Production – Finances - Sales – Logistics – Marketing.
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Thank You!
Mahyu LLC

info@Mahyu.com
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The availability of Logistics Platform that works without Geographical 
Boundaries and available on 24 hours will give a huge impact on digital 
logistics users. They will be able to Collaborate and Cooperate with each 
other under one platform to improve its productivity and cost efficiencies.

Mahyu is led by Eddy Syaifulah with a team of two very talented groups, each equipped with a different skill set. 
One group consists of Logistics industry veterans who have a combined logistics experience of over 50 years and 
spanning over Asia, Middle East and United States. The other group consists of young monster programmers who 
are skilled in analytical, algorithm design structures and many operating system environments.

https://www.mahyu.com/
mailto:info@Mahyu.com

